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Elephants, donkeys, bulls and bears: 

Inside the zoo of US politics and what it means for markets.
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Here we go again
Countdown to November 3, 2020

581 Days
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Here we go again
Countdown to November 3, 2020

13,944 Hours
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Here we go again
Countdown to November 3, 2020

836,640 Minutes
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Here we go again
Countdown to November 3, 2020

1,673,280
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Here we go again
Countdown to November 3, 2020
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The basics
House Representatives run for re-election every 2 years 
Senators run every six years

House of Representatives

235 Democrats
197 Republicans

3 Vacant

Senate

53 Republicans
45 Democrats

2 Independents (D)
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Senate Republicans have more to lose
Thirty four seats up for re-election

Source: The Cook Political Report 

SOLID D LIKELY D LEAN D TOSS UP LEAN R LIKELY R SOLID R

AZ – McSally 
Co-Gardner
ME-Collins

GA Perdue
KS-Open
KY-McConnell
MS-Hyde-Smith
NC-Tillis
TN-Open

AK-Sullivan
AR-Cotton
IA-Ernst
ID-Risch
LA-Cassidy
MY-Daines
NE-Sasse
OK-Inhofe
SC-Graham
SD-Rounds
TX-Cornyn
WV-Moore Capito
WY-Enzi

REPUBLICANS – 22 HELD SEATS

SOLID D LIKELY D LEAN D TOSS UP LEAN R LIKELY R SOLID R

AL-JonesMN-SmithDE-Coons
IL-Durbin
MA-Markey
MI-Peters
NH-Shaheen
NM-Udall
OR-Merkley
RI-Reed
VA- Warner

DEMOCRATS – 12 HELD SEATS
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Final 2016 Scoreboard - $2,500,000,000 spent

Source: 270to win.com
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The circus has begun!
How many can fit?

Image source :538.com
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Here is a list of the likely candidates

ANNOUNCED 
> Beto O’Rourke

> John Hickenlooper

> Jay Inslee
> Bernie Sanders

> Amy Klobuchar

> Elizabeth Warren
> Cory Booker

> Kamala Harris 

> Julian Castro
> Tulsi Gabbard

> John Delaney

> Marianne Williamson
> Andrew Yang

> Kristen Gillibrand

Others will undoubtedly enter

UNANNOUNCED
> Joe Biden
> Andrew Cuomo
> Oprah
> Terry McAuliffe
> Howard Schultz
> Stacey Abrams
> Michael Bennett
> Steve Bullock
> John Delaney
> Seth Moulton
> Tim Ryan
> Kanye West 
> The Rock
> Pete Buttigieg
> Donald Trump
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Democrats are running to the left
How far they will need to go to win the nomination will matter, a lot

Source: VoteView.com
Graphic: JoElla Carman, CNN

Average 2020 
candidates

Hillary 
Clinton

John 
Kerry

Barrack 
Obama

51 63 66 66

Liberal Moderate

1000

Using Nokken-Poole First dimension estimate averaged over last three Congresses before presidential run. Re-scaled to make 0 most liberal and 100 most moderate.
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Their core 2016 support
Two sides of the same coin

Source: The Cook Political Report 
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Wage Growth since 1970

Wage growth has dramatically lagged market returns

Wage versus markets

FRED Fed database
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This issue frames the debate 
As noted last year
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‘This polarity issue — the income and opportunity gap — will determine who is elected’

“We’re in agreement on the problem that’s behind that suggestion (70% tax on the rich). 
We have to make capitalism work for the majority of Americans. I don’t know that we’re in 
agreement on the mechanics.”

Ray Dalio, 2019 World Equity Forum

Even unrepentant capitalists agree
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Looking at the political extremes

Capitalism is evil

> Break up huge tech companies

> Tax the rich, hard

> Free college education

> Force companies to be green

> MMT

> Limit corporate buybacks

> Government needs to be more proactive

Do we focus on us or do we focus on them

Capitalism cures cancer

> De-regulate 

> Lower taxes – keep them low

> Ensure “fair” global market place

> Tariffs if necessary

> Immigration

> Capitalism creates opportunity

> Government is the problem, not the 
solution
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Do we understand the math?
The evidence indicates we systematically do not vote in our economic interests
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Potential market impacts
“Capitalism is evil” wins: what is likely to happen

> Business operating costs will rise – particularly labor costs

> Taxes will rise

> Profit margins will fall 

> Earnings will be under pressure

> Deficits will likely rise on increased spending, if MMT takes hold this could be substantial

> Regulation will increase

> Cost of capital will rise

> Inflationary pressures will rise
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Potential market impacts
“Capitalism cures cancer” wins: what is likely to happen

> Political tensions will rise further

> Tariffs will be used as a tool to ensure “fair” playing field

> De-regulation will continue

> Deficits will rise as low tax environment continues

> Immigration will be limited

> Inflationary pressures will increase on the margin due to labor costs and tariffs

> Markets will be more comfortable with this result, in the short term

> Longer term political risks rise
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And now for a WAG
No clear victory for either extreme, but the nation moves left

Senate stays red House stays blue

> President switches in close election 
> Michigan blue

> Wisconsin blue

> Pennsylvania blue

> Ohio goes blue

> Florida stays red
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Other points of interest
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Impeachment watch
Impeachment is a political process masquerading as a legal one

Steps to removal:

1. The House of Representatives impeaches (indicts) the president

2. The case is tried in the Senate, overseen by the Chief Justice

3. The Senate votes to remove the president or not only 
one president has been impeached, none have been removed

Likelihood: low unless Mueller Report has something yuuuge in it!
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More good news
Class warfare may move to generational warfare
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The divided world
Brexit/Bremain (UK); Trump/Democrats (US); CSU/CDU (Germany); Lega-M5S/PD (Italy)

> Open vs closed

> Progressive vs conservative

> City vs country 

Sources: the Grattan Institute; the Guardian; 
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Politics – Not just a developed world problem
China has issues

nytimes.com   http://data.worldbank.org

CHINA TOTAL POPULATION

1 billion

URBANISATION

21M a year
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In Summary
Politicians’ first priority – Maintain power

> The globalisation of capitalism has had economic impacts that are affecting politics 

> Polarisation is born in economics

> Political systems serve the economic system

> The US economic system is imbalanced

> The social contract of capitalism is under siege

> Either these disparities are addressed by policy or it will be addressed by the populace
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Disclaimer

The information contained in this publication was prepared by Russell Investment Group Limited on 
the basis of information available at the time of preparation. This publication provides general 
information only and should not be relied upon in making an investment decision. Before acting on 
any information, you should consider the appropriateness of the information provided and the nature 
of the relevant Russell Investments’ fund having regard to your objectives, financial situation and 
needs. In particular, you should seek independent financial advice and read the relevant Product 
Disclosure Statement or Information Memorandum prior to making an investment decision about a 
Russell Investments’ fund. Accordingly, Russell Investment Group Limited and their directors will not 
be liable (to the maximum extent permitted by law) for any loss or damage arising as a result of 
reliance being placed on any of the information contained in this publication. None of Russell 
Investment Group Limited, any member of the Russell Investments group of companies, their 
directors or any other person guarantees the repayment of your capital or the return of income. All 
investments are subject to risks. Significant risks are outlined in the Product Disclosure Statements 
or the Information Memorandum for the applicable Russell Investments’ fund. Past performance is 
not a reliable indicator of future performance. The Product Disclosure Statements or the Information 
Memorandum for the Russell Investments’ funds (as applicable) are available by contacting Russell 
Investment Group Limited on 09 357 6633 or 0800 357 6633.

Copyright 2019 Russell Investment Group Limited. All rights reserved.
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